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„Inspiration doesn’t follow style, it creates it. 
This is the way we go …“



REDGALLERY
Rare Earth Decor Gallery

In the heart of the city of Hamburg, Germany, 

Andreas Guhr has created a unique 

experience for those with an appreciation for 

ine rare objects and the natural wonders of the 

earth. This exquisite gallery displays museum 

quality objects for luxury interior design and 

amazing geogenic art.  Beautiful and 

fascinating at the same time, each piece 

compels the viewer to linger over its stunning 

aesthetics and tantalizing origin and natural 

history. 

The RED GALLERY shows premium mineral and 

fossil masterpieces that can enrich elegant 

achitecture and provide luxurious interior design 

accents with an emphasis on satisfying results. 

This gallery emphasizes the zeitgeist and the lair 

for individual sophistication.

The gallery links exquisite objects from nature to 

lifestyle, interior design and architecture. Each 

and every object is hand-selected for its 

uniqueness, beauty and perfection.



The story

Wonderful specimens from all over the world, 

comprising rare fossils of museum quality as well 

as petriied wood and valuable minerals, are 

displayed in a way never before seen. 

The gallery represents decades of experience by 

Andreas Guhr with the best contacts to mines, 

fossil sites, museums and renowned universities 

in combination with highly skilled team 

members and an excellent in-house preparation 

laboratory.

Until now, such high-quality natural objects have 

only been seen as exhibits in natural history 

museums. For Andreas Guhr, it has been a 

lifelong dream and a great challenge to 

abandon the old patterns and display these 

natural objects in a new context.



Beauties in all sizes

The fascinating and stimulating dialogue 

between man-made visual arts and natural art was 

already initiated through several exhibitions with 

contemporary artists in major cities around 

Europe.

As with other ine works of art, these rare 

museum quality fossils and exceptional 

minerals represent a sound and aesthetic 

investment, having been proven to 

increase in value year after year.

The showroom for natural history 

objects in central Hamburg provides 

a contemporary setting in a 

design-oriented ambience.

It demonstrates the intrinsic value of the 

geo-aesthetic of the exhibits on display, created by 

Andreas Guhr in an area of more than 600 m² .

All objects have been purposely selected as art 

and, as such, they will enliven the 

atmosphere in any room.



Exquisite minerals

Natural stone objects, reined by artisans or not,

have the same prominence as ine art when 

displayed in contemporary or classic homes.

„Earth Creature“– amethyst geode
  signed by the famous artist Daniel Richter



The REDGALLERY features a broad selection of 

inest handpicked specimens from all over the 

world. Each of which represents in its lawless 

brilliance an artwork. 

of nature. Tastefully integrated into the interior 

design will these stunning natural beauties 

improve your living environment.



Precious petriied wood
Slabs, slices & logs - polished to a high 
gloss inish

The seductive interplay of pleasant colours, 

highlighted by the inest mirror polish, enchants the 

viewer. The petriied wood, available as log, slice, 

table or table top, is collected from the best world

wide localities, so we can ofer a large variety of 

natural treasures. Slabs, slices & logs, polished to a 

high gloss inish. 



The RED GALLERY ofers the largest stock of 

high quality North American petriied wood in 

Europe to choose from.

All of these very beautiful slices are suitable as 

table tops for sophisticated taste and will inspire 

the imagination of enthusiastic art lovers.

We collaborate with experienced artisans and 

designers to satisfy all of the wishes and needs 

of our discriminating customers.

#1 in Europe



Suuwassea emilieae - This is the most complete skeleton of Suuwassea known, a highly remarkable 

specimen of the rarest of all Morrison Formation sauropods, and is thus of greatest scientiic interest.



Rare fossils
Heartwarming beauties

Let your life be efected by the charm of the 

most spectacular treasures of nature. 

Fossil decoration harmoniously its 

perfectly in luxurious ambiance and 

accentuate contemporary interior design.

Fossils from the renowned Posidonia shale 

quarries in Holzmaden, Germany, fascinate 

with the inest details and a subtle, slightly 

golden luster. 

The RED GALLERY ofers a large choice of 

museum quality pieces.



Museum qualities

Steneosaurus bollensis

180 million years old

Holzmaden, Germany

Own preparation laboratory



Large Lytoceras ammonite 

(diameter ~70cm/27.5“) on custom made metal stand

Stegosaurus  from our fossil site in the Upper Jurassic Morrison Formation of Wyoming/USA



Gemstone egg in the tradition of Fabergé, made of thousands of gemstones & brilliants

Objets d´art
Gemstone carvings

To fulill all of our distinguished customers’  ideas 

and wishes, we are proud to cooperate with one of 

the world´s most famous creators of „objets d´art” 

of Idar-Oberstein (Germany), the hardstone carving 

centre of Europe since the Middle Ages.

His artistic creations are displayed in famous 

museums throughout the world. His art objects are 

seen in both private and public collections.



thousands
of diamonds
& gemstones
World’s only fully functioning 

clarinet made of one piece of rock crystal and 

valves of gold. This unique instrument is 

decorated with hundreds of brilliants.

A unique C-tuned concert pan pipe of pure rock 

crystal, framed with gold and decorated with 

diamonds, sapphires and deep golden citrines.

This dream of a playable pipe create musical 

moods and delight any music enthusiast.



International 
events
Art exhibitions, trade fairs & auctions



Our natural history objects are highly 

sought-after luxury items, chosen by Andreas 

Guhr with a clear intuition for innovation and 

market requirements.

These valuable objects, presented in the 

REDGALLERY, have found their way into 

premium homes and oices.

A number of our world class items are displayed 

in notable museums as e.g. in New York / USA, 

Houston / USA, Milan / Italy

and Tokyo /Japan.

You will ind us regularly at international art 

exhibitions, trade fairs and leading world 

auctions, where our high standards are 

widely recognized.

Andreas Guhr has clearly demonstrated  that his 

stunning exhibits fully meet the wide range 

of demands and value projections 

of architects and interior designers.



Important achievements include exhibitions in 

the context of art with the renowned 

contemporary artist Daniel Richter. Important 

places were  the famous Contemporary Fine 

Arts Berlin, Hamburger Bahnhof (museum for 

contemporary art) Berlin and art galleries in 

Salzburg / Austria and Zurich / Switzerland. 

In dialogue
With Fine Arts





This naturally shaped stone sculpture 

is signed by the famous German artist Daniel Richter and was 

part of two art exhibitions in Berlin 2009, in the CFA 

(Contemporary Fine Arts) and then until 2010 in the 

Hamburger Bahnhof 

(Museum for contemporary arts).



Formed by nature

HAMBURGER BAHNHOF · MUSEUM FÜR GEGENWART · BERLIN



Andreas Guhr
passionate dealer, collector and 
gallerist
At international trade fairs, the name Andreas 

Guhr stands for the highest quality due to his 

many years of experience, reliability and an 

international, exclusive network.

He is the managing director of the 

RED GALLERY, and co-founder of  DMF, member 

of IAPS and founder of the well-known Hamburg 

Mineral Show, one of the largest trade fairs in 

Germany.

In addition to conducting a successful business 

with fossils and minerals, he has also led 

expeditions to the most distant corners of the 

world.

 

He explored emerald mines in Colombia, and in 

1992 he organized the irst German-Mongolian 

expedition to the Gobi desert and 

accompanied a team of scientists from GEO 

magazine, which searched for meteorites in the 

Sahara. Further expeditions during the following 

years through Turkey, Afghanistan and Persia 

led the adventurer with his keen sense for the 

beauty of precious stones to rare inds in caves, 

mountain ranges and stone deserts.

Andreas Guhr, born in Hamburg, Germany, is 

considered one of the foremost international 

experts on minerals, fossils and gems. 

A certiied gemologist and diamond appraiser, 

he is also recognized as an expert in minerals 

and fossils by the Hamburg Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry.



Welcome

The team of the RED GALLERY in Hamburg, 

Germany, led by Andreas Guhr, is the centre for 

information on the availability of products, their 

delivery and constant supply.

We are continually in contact with sites and 

sources and we prepare individual documents 

relating to all processes of preparation. 

provided with all of our objects.

RED GALLERY

Rödingsmarkt 19

20459 Hamburg

Germany

tel +49 (0)40 36900311

fax +49 (0)40 36900310

info@redgallery.com

www.redgallery.com

Maintaining a high academic level and a 

thorough application-oriented knowledge 

coupled with a constant dialogue ensure the 

high standards the RED GALLERY are known 

worldwide.We will be pleased to give you 

personal advice.

Welcome to our showroom in the historic town 

centre near the harbor place in the metropolis 

of Hamburg.

opening hours

monday - friday 10 a.m.  -  6 p.m.

saturday               10 a.m.  -  2 p.m.
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